
DAISY 3-WICK CANDLE RECIPE WITH DARK 
MASQUERADE 
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1x Wax Melt Mould - Daisy

1x 64cl Candle Jar

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

540g Golden Wax 464

3x Stabilo 3 Wicks

3x Adhesive Wick Pads

 6x 40mm x 25mm Wick Cores

54g Dark Masquerade Fragrance Oil

20g Golden Wax 494

0.307g Bekro Dye - 5700/10 - Gold Yellow

https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/wax-melt-mould-daisy?_pos=1&_sid=38cd212ba&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/tall-3-wick-candle-bowl-clear?_pos=6&_sid=16bc7c25c&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/golden-brands-gw-464-soy-wax?_pos=1&_sid=f380e183d&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/stabilo-3-wick?_pos=1&_sid=b95229f58&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/15mm-adhesive-wick-pads?_pos=1&_sid=a59e82027&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/wick-cores?_pos=1&_sid=e3c0a14d3&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/the-dark-masquerade?_pos=2&_psq=dark&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/golden-wax-494-soy-wax?_pos=1&_sid=200c7fb8a&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.co.uk/products/bekro-dye-5700-10-yellow-10g?_pos=1&_sid=42ce659ef&_ss=r
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STEP 1
Melt 20g of Golden Wax 494 in the double boiler or place the wax in a microwaveable jug 
and microwave it in 10 seconds intervals until fully melted. Separate 5g of the wax and add 
a pinch of yellow dye. Stir the wax to ensure that it is fully combined. Use a pipette to colour 
the centre of the flowers and leave them to set for 5min.

STEP 2

STEP 3
Fix the sticky pads to the metal sustainers on each of the three wicks. Peel off the backing 
strips and stick the wicks to the bottom of the candle glass in a triangular fashion, about 
15mm away from the edge of the glass.

STEP 4
Gently thread each wick through one wax core, ensuring the hollowed end of the core is 
facing downwards. Try not to kink the wick. Slide the wick cores to the bottom of the wicks 
and allow them to sit loosely in this position.

STEP 5
Melt 90g of Golden Wax 464 by placing the wax in a microwaveable jug and microwaving it for 
120-150 seconds or using a double boiler. Stir the wax to ensure that it is fully melted. If the 
wax hasn’t fully melted, microwave it in additional 10 seconds intervals.

STEP 10
Wipe your pouring jug clean with a dry cloth to remove residual wax – don’t wash the pour-
ing jug with water as wax and water don’t mix! You will be re-using the jug for each of the 
layers.

THE STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 11
Repeat steps 5-10 using 0.09g of dye for the second layer.

STEP 6

STEP 12
Repeat steps 5-10 using  0.045g of dye for the third layer.

Once the middle of the flowers is set, pour the rest of the melted wax to fill all the flowers. 
Leave to set for 20-30 min and gently demould. If some flowers break, repeat the steps.

Add 0.135g of yellow dye 5700/10. Stir the wax with the dye until fully combined.

STEP 13
When the third layer has set, thread the wicks through a second wax core. This time, the flat 
end should be facing downwards.

STEP 7
Add 9g of fragrance oil to the melted wax and stir for 30 seconds.

STEP 8
Gently pour the perfumed wax into the centre of the candle between the three wax 
cores, ensuring that you do not splash wax onto the side of the container.

STEP 14
Repeat steps 5-10 using 0.022g of dye for the fourth layer.

STEP 15
Repeat steps 5-10 using 0.011g of dye for the fifth layer.

STEP 16
Repeat steps 5-10 using NO dye at all. This sixth layer will be white. Remember to allow the 
wax to set for 45 minutes between each colour!

STEP 17
 Once the top layer is still soft, carefully place the flowers on the top of your candle in the 
desired pattern and press softly so the flowers stick to the surface.

STEP 9
Before the wax begins to set, press each wick core down firmly, ensuring that the 
hollowed space fits snugly over the wick sustainer. Straighten the wick core to ensure 
they are vertical using a wick claw. Allow to set for 45 minutes.

STEP 18
Allow your candle to set at room temperature for at least 48 hours. Trim the wicks using 
sharp scissors to 5mm.

STEP 19
Light and enjoy your candle!


